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6mg 1/5/77 10:15AM - ATS - slight window at [1:00]
stable and still believable at [2:00] and at
[2:30] - absolutely nothing at [6:00].
sl. effect?

Eric p197 - 11mg ≅ 75100mg mescaline 15mg ≅
200mg mescaline!?

Eric letter 1/9/77 25mg
15mg 1/7/77 9:05AM ATS - no noticeable onset of
"quite effective" and
anything. The middle of the day was relaxed,
guesses at 10MU. or more.
and beset with many trivial acts of bad
5-6hrs
judgment [e.g., turning of the car engine to
get out to open the gate, opening wrong drawer to get scissors, forgetting
to buy the champagne for Violet's Russian dinner party, the purpose of
leaving farm). In evening, judgment is fine - no sleep problems. Not a
psychotomimetic but what is it. Try 25 [with] open eyes.
25mg 1/30/77 11:05AM ATS at [1:10] (<- see 40 µg LSD 1/29/77) microscopic lighthead? [2:35] nothing whatsoever wasted day [4:00] still nothing. Slight
hang-over friday allday? no effect. to bed at [13:00] (midnight) and
couldn't sleep until 2:30AM effect? no effect!

++ 40mg 2/12/77 10:35AM ATS =[0:00] [0:34] possible light head - paraesthesia.
[1:00] extreme paraesthesia [1:08] effects are real - no good name for it:
if 2x effects (at higher dose) OK - if 10x - too much. [2:10] possibly
flowing - I am reminded of α-o-DMS but not mescaline [2:30] end of Salomè
- intense - hand flow. [4:00] still real - under good control - but that is
me, not the compound that is control. Hand anesthesia as in 4-Br-3,5 DMA?
Clear by evening [10:00] - no difficulty sleeping. Between + & ++
++ 60mg 3/3/77 9:00AM =[0:00] ATS [1:10] some window + something else. [2:00]
eyes-open awareness - there is a glitter of all light against dark - I can
(and will) relax into real effect [2:15] nice - I can enter or withdraw as
I wish [2:30] clear-headed work in the lab - but with shakes [5:00] still
some shakes - but window gone - I was mentally clear all day - but went
through an incredible arab - day dream. [7:00] at club - still a little
wide_eyed and hyperreflexia - mentally sharp. [14:00] still noticeable
tooth-rubby. This is much more effective than mescaline at 100mg (±)
or a 200mg (±). Assign 5 M.U. as of the moment. This is just 1/2 of Eric
assignment.
Eric letter 5/16/77 - N-butyl (n-butyl)
mescaline - strange goings on at 20mg
see 419

